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● Thinks of life like 1.0, 2.0 and 3.0 with intelligence and learning things. 
● Artificial intelligence is aging more than human is. 
● With using more AGI, could lead to less jobs for humans and keeping humans 

less intelligent, gut for AI’s will leave humans in the dust with intelligence. 
● Making AI more powerful could lead to people giving up jobs and quitting, or it 

could lead to being more ambitious and growing to learn more about AI to be 
able to make something more advanced and new. 

● To make sure that AGI will not go wrong you will need to take an approach of 
what could go wrong and how they can make this not happen. 

● With creating AGI, you need a reliable and not hackable computer and system. 
● By making AGI, you need to know and understand where it is leading to and 

where it is going to go in the future. 
● We would not know if the AI’s were going to play a role in our society and treat us 

well by doing good things and making things better. 
● You have to take your time with things to be able to make people happier and to 

make life overall easier. 
 
 
 
He wanted to talk about how Artificial intelligence could be very helpful and very 
unhelpful in ways that we do not and will not ever fully understand the AI and how much 
it could affect mankind in ways of taking our jobs and being overall better than us.He wa 
talking about how we need to control AI so it does not get out of hand. 
 
I think that the idea of this ted talk is to inform people on AI’s and how in the future we 
need to use them responsibly and be creative with what we do by taking pride in it and 
not giving up to artificial intelligence because it is smarter than you. 





 




